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Organizations today struggle to understand their attack surface. Increased usage of Cloud computing, 

SaaS applications and Freemium solutions are resulting in an ever evolving attack surface that is hard 

to keep up.

Securin helps organizations to discover attack 

surfaces and manage their exposure by continuously 

detecting, prioritizing, and mitigating exposures on 

their attack surface. Securin platform provides 

organizations with continuous visibility of all assets 

and exposures and through contextual threat data it 

prioritizes critical exposures that need to be fixed 

immediately.

Securin

Securin ASM discovers all your Internet assets and prioritizes your exposures enabling faster

remediation.

Continuous Attack Surface Discovery

Gain visibility about known and unknown assets 

used within your digital environment. 

Exposure Prioritization

Prioritize exposures through threat context and 

asset criticality and mitigate the most dangerous 

gaps in your security. 

Intelligent Patching and Orchestration

Stop patching irrelevant vulnerabilities and know 

what to fix before an attacker strikes. 

Reduce Mean-time-to-exposure (MToE)

Fix critical exposures and reduce your attack 

window by monitoring mean-time-to-exposure.

A CISO's Pain Points

How are We Different?

Asset Classes we focus on

Existence of Unknown Assets

Dangerous Exposures

Rise of Shadow IT

Lack of accurate threat context

Latency in fixing critical 
exposures

Get a holistic view of your 

entire attack surface

Threat context unique to your 

business

Identify all your Tech Stacks

Built by threat hunting experts 

Domain

Hosts * 

Applications ** 

APIs 

Net blocks 

ASN 

Repositories 

Containers 

* Including Name Servers & Mail 



About Securin

Securin's Exposure Management Platform empowers organizations to discover their attack surface and 

prioritize gaps, misconfigurations, and exposures that could lead to a breach.

Visit Website: www.securin.io

Follow us on Linkedin, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
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SECURIN CUSTOMER JOURNEY

HOW IT WORKS

Know your true attack surface

Identify all your exposures

Protect against third-party weaknesses

Prioritize and fix exposures that matter 
the most

Accurate threat context enabling 
strategic business decisions

Want to get started
with Securin ASM?

Sign up for a Free Trial

Start Remediating
Passive Exposures

Configure
Integrations

Start Remediating
Active Exposures

Day 7 Day 8 Day 10

Sign up Organize your
workspace 

Analyze & understand
attack surface

Day 1 Day 2&3 Day 5

ANALYSE

DISCOVER

PRIORITIZE

MITIGATE

ASM


